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In this paper, the microstructure and mechanical properties of the SG-CuAl8Ni6 Ni-Al
bronze straight wall were studied, which was fabricated by the cold metal transfer (CMT)
arc additive manufacturing technology. This Ni-Al bronze cladding layer of SG-CuAl8Ni6 is
composed mainly of α-Cu, residual β phase, rich Pb phase and κ phase. The
microstructure of this multilayer single-channel Ni-Al bronze straight wall circulating
presents the overall periodic law, which changes from fine cellular crystals, columnar
crystals to dendritic crystals with the increase of the distance from the substrate. The
Vickers hardness value of the Ni-Al bronze straight wall decreases with the distance of
substrate are between 155 and 185 HV0.5. The microhardness and elastic modulus of the
Ni-Al bronze specimen are 1.57 times and 1.99 times higher than these of the brassmatrix,
respectively. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the straight wall in the welding direction
and 45° downward-sloping is greater than that of about 550 MPa in the stacking direction,
and the elongation value in the welding direction is the highest. With the increase in
interlayer temperature, the grain size increased gradually, and the tensile strength
decreases slightly.
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INTRODUCTION

Copper alloys, with its excellent thermal and electric conductivity as well as mechanical properties,
are widely used in the electrical, lighting and machinery fields. They also have good corrosion
resistance to seawater and marine organisms, and thus are suitable to manufacture parts in the
shipbuilding industry (Wang et al., 2020a). And traditional manufacturing technology is difficult to
realize the complex shape of copper alloy parts forming, resulting in high processing cost, low
material utilization rate.

Additive manufacturing is a process of designing and fabricating layer by layer (Lamichhane et al.,
2020; Mosallanejad et al., 2021), with a “bottom-up” characteristic and without restricting the
production process of traditional process and complex shape structure (Tofail et al., 2017; Tang et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2016; Attar et al., 2020), which greatly improves the utilization of resources,
reduces the costs of research and development (Aziz et al., 2021; Thompson et al., 2015; Ostovari
Moghaddam et al., 2021), and is thus one of the key drivers for sustainable manufacturing, and a key
strategy for circulation economy. Wang et al. (2021) used Laser Engineered Net Shaping technology,
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have prepared Ti-Ni-C gradient composites with high hardness
and wear resistance, which can be used for equipment, size and
cutting tools, Hunter Martin et al. (2020) achieved grain
refinement when using the laser additive manufacturing
process by adding Al3Ta and Al3Zr to aluminum alloy
powder materials, and believed that the method could also be
extended to other alloys such as iron, nickel and titanium alloys. It
has been shown that Laser additive manufacturing technology
can improve production efficiency, have high material utilization
rate, small shrinkage, and can obtain parts with excellent
performance (Zhang and Chen, 2019; Chen et al., 2021). This
point of view is also proven byWang et al. (2020), who used SLM
technology to prepare Cu-15Ni-8Sn alloy forming parts that
showed good strength and toughness. Electronic beam additive
manufacturing technology can achieve the rapid forming of
complex parts with a minimum of steps, and the resulting
density of components is high (Zhang and Chen, 2019).
Roman Laptev et al. (2019) used electron beam additive
manufacturing technology to obtain a Ti-6Al-4V alloy with a
higher dislocation density and microhardness than that achieved
by casting method with the samematerial. Focused electron beam
deposition technology has also been shown to achieve high
precision and complex profile manufacturing (Mutunga et al.,
2019). However, additive manufacturing process has drawbacks
such as large residual stress and an unevenmicrostructure (Sanaei
and Fatemi, 2021), and the higher heat input needed creating
further problems. For example, in the comparative study of
Surinder Singh (Singh et al., 2019) on 316 L stainless steel
laser cladding layer on the surface of a pure copper, it was
found that the cladding layer was produced with a large
number of holes, porosity and other defects, meaning that the
strength, density and thermal conductivity of the pure copper
cladding layer was lower than those of the cold spaying pure
copper coating, because the high heat input leads to particle
melting, high local temperature, high cooling rate and diffusion of
carbon element in the cross-section.

Cold metal transfer (CMT) technology optimizes the
connection between the additive process and wire feeding. The
control system receives the short circuit signal of the welding wire
for feedback, and controls the contact between the welding wire
and the matrix, thereby forming a cyclic additive process (Cadiou
et al., 2020). In addition to the advantages of high deposition
efficiency and having a wide range of applied materials (Tanvir
et al., 2021), compared to the other two additive manufacturing
technologies, this technology also has the advantages of arc
stability, less heat input and fewer spatters. Compared with
pulsed metal inert gas (pulsed-MIG) technology, CMT
additive ER5183 was confirmed by Derekar et al. (2020) to
have lower porosity. Kim et al. (2020) have studied on nickel-
aluminum bronze made of CMT and proved that CMT arc
additive manufacturing technology can obtain better
performance than casting forming workpiece. Pranav et al.
(Nikam et al., 2020) used CMT to fabricated an ER2594 alloy
straight wall and found that the tensile strength was better along
the welding direction than in the stacking direction, but the
percentage elongation of the samples was opposite due to having
more slip systems in γ-FCC austenite. Wang et al. (2020) used

CMT technology to deposit a 316 L part onto a stainless-steel
plate, and found that the multi-layer structure had a periodic
structure in the stacking direction, in transverse stacking
direction has two alternating structure which the one is the
areas materials remelted with dispersed grain orientation, and
the other one is the areas located at the overlapping areas of
adjacent with concentrated grain orientations. The yield and
tensile strengths of covering the remelting zone were higher
than those in the overlapping zone, and both of them were
superior to those in the stacking direction. The optimization
of CMT technology is mainly achieved by applying pulses. Wu
et al. (2019) used the double-wire CMT + P process to obtain the
316 L stainless steel multilayer, and found that asynchronous arc
striking and extinguishing can improve the forming. Increasing
the wire feeding and decreasing the welding speed can increase
the deposition rate, but it will cause the crystalline grains coarser
due to the heat accumulation and reduction in the mechanical
properties. Xie et al. (2020) proved that a fine-sized straight wall
of 316 L stainless can be obtained by applying a pulsed CMT + P
process, and that the microhardness changes parabolic along the
stacking direction.

At present, research on CMT additive manufacturing mainly
focuses on the section structure and the properties of steel and
aluminum alloy by optimizing process parameters. There are few
research papers on the properties of the copper alloy cladding
layer manufactured by CMT arc additive manufacturing. In this
paper, the microstructure, microhardness, tensile properties and
corrosion resistance of Ni-Al Bronze forming parts manufactured
by CMT arc additive are studied.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials
The substrate used in this research is brass alloy with the
dimensions of 200 × 100 × 10 mm, containing 0.15 Fe, 1.5–2.5
Pb, 34.3–38.3 Zn and Cu in balance (in wt%), which is produced
by Shanghai Meipin Industrial Co., Ltd. The SG-CuAl8Ni6
nickel-aluminum bronze welding wire with a diameter of Φ �
1.2 mm (Beijing Yida Kuntai Technology Co., Ltd.) was used for
the CMT arc additive manufacturing. The welding wire has the
following composition: 8.5–9.5 Al, 3.0–4.0 Fe, 1.0–2.0 Mn,
4.0–6.0 Ni, ≤0.02 Pb, ≤ 0.2 Si, ≤ 0.1 Zn, and Cu in balance
(all in wt%).

CMT Arc Additive Manufacturing
The CMT arc additive manufacturing system used in this
research is the ArcMan600 arc additive manufacturing system
from Nanjing Enigma Automation CO., Ltd. as shown in
Figure 1A. Prior to CMT arc additive manufacturing, the
oxide film on the substrate surface was removed by
mechanical grinding and ultrasonic cleaning. The CMT arc
additive process parameters used are listed in Table 1. Before
the experiment, the mathematical model of the multilayer single-
channel was established. The model was imported and
automatically sliced according to the printing parameters to
generate the printing path. Through the layout simulation and
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dynamic path simulation with an extremely high degree, the
printing process is shown intuitively and visually. Based on the
simulation of the printing process, a reciprocating additive
method and five interlayer temperatures were selected to form
up multilayer single-channel forming experimental specimens,
100, 150, 200, 250, and 300°C, respectively, with the dimensions
of 150 × 10 × 90 mm, where, the interlayer temperature is
controlled by the cooling time after the formation of the
cladding layer, and the macro-morphology of the multilayer
single-channel wall is shown in Figure 1B. The nickel-
aluminum bronze straight wall line with five parameters was
cut to obtain samples for metallographic, hardness, tensile and
corrosion resistance experiments.

Microstructure Characterization
The SG-CuAl8Ni6 nickel-aluminum-bronze multilayer single-
channel formation was cut using wire electro-discharge machine
for a regional equidistant cutting, and a sample with a size of 5 ×
5 × 3 mm was obtained, which was then polished. The
microstructure of the polished section with and without
corrosion by corrosive solution were observed using a quanta
250 field emission environmental scanning electron microscope
(SEM, quanta 250, FEI, America). The corrosive solution was
obtained by mixing 3 g FeCl3, 10 ml concentrated hydrochloric
acid and 100 ml absolute ethanol solution.

Process parameters in Table 1 were used to obtain single-
channel single cladding. X-ray diffraction (XRD, AXS D8
Advance, Bruker, Germany) was used to obtain XRD patterns
of the cladding using Cu-K α radiation at a 2θ range of 10°–80°

with a scan speed of 2 /min, and electron backscatter diffraction

(EBSD, C-nano, Oxford Instruments, England) microstructural
characterization was conducted using a JEOL 7001 F FE-SEM
system equipped with a TSL/EDAX EBSD system containing a
DigiView camera. These EBSD experiments were performed
under a working distance of 15 mm at an acceleration voltage
of 30 kV with a 70° tilt. After a process of argon ions polishing, the
EBSD morphology of the bonding area between cladding layer
and substrate, the inside of cladding layer and the top of cladding
layer, were observed.

Mechanical Property Tests
To evaluate the formation quality, some mechanical property
tests were used for the CMT arc additive manufactured SG-
CuAl8Ni6 nickel-aluminum-bronze multilayer single-
channel wall.

Hardness
The hardness of the SG-CuAl8Ni6 nickel-aluminum-bronze
cladding specimen was measured using micro-hardness (MH-
VK, China) at a load of 500 g with a dwell period of 15 s.
Indentations were performed every 3 mm in the cladding layer
area along the stacking direction. The inner area of the multi-
layer single-channel formation was cut using wire electro-
discharge machine cutting to obtain a sample of a size of 10 ×
10 × 3 mm, and then polished. The nanoindentation test was
conducted using a Nano Indenter (Agilent, G200, America) to
measure the continuous load and displacement of each sample at
five points by setting the maximum depth to 2,000 nm and
holding the load time to 20 s, and thus the pressure depth-
load curve was obtained.

Tensile Properties
Tensile tests were carried out on the sample at room temperature
using a universal testing machine with a maximum 100 kN and a
tensile rate ranging from 0.005 mm/min to 1,000 mm/min to
determine the material’s characteristic value and the deformation
capacity of the sample. In this experiment, three samples were
tested by being subjected to a low strain rate of 1 mm/min to
fracture the specimens. The size of the plate-like tensile specimen
used in this test was obtained in accordance with the Chinese
national standard GB/T 34505-2017 copper and copper alloys
materials-tensile testing at room temperature. The elongation,

FIGURE 1 | CMT arc additive manufacturing equipment (A) and macro morphology of the parts (B).

TABLE 1 | The CMT brazing process parameters in the additive manufacturing
process.

Project Parameters

Shielding gas Argon (wt., 70%) +Helium (wt., 30%)
Gas flow rate 18 L/min
Wire feeding speed 9.0 m/min
Mean voltage and mean current 19.4 V + 210 A
Brazing speed 6.0 mm/s
Travel angle 90°

Electrode extension 15 mm
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tensile strength and yield of the sample were mainly tested, and
after tensile testing, fracture morphology was observed by a
quanta 250 field emission environmental scanning electron
microscope (SEM).

Electrochemical Test
The electrochemical test was performed on the brass alloy
substrate and nickel-aluminum-bronze cladding. The size of
the sample was 10 × 10 × 1 mm, and then AB glue was used
to encapsulate the sample with a reserved working area of 1 cm2,
after which absolute ethanol was used for cleaning. The
electrochemical workstation (CHI-660E, CH Instruments Ins,
America) was used to test the Tafel curve of the cladding layer and
the substrate in 3.5% (mass fraction) NaCl solution (pH � 7). The
electrochemical workstation adopts a standard three-electrode
system, the working electrode is a copper alloy test sample, the
auxiliary electrode is a platinum electrode, and the reference
electrode is a saturated potassium chloride electrode. The
polarization curve potential scan range is −1–1 V, and the
scan rate is 0.5 mV/s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructural Analysis
Figure 2 shows the section morphology of the single-channel
nickel-aluminum-bronze samples observed by Metallographic
microscope. As shown in Figure 2A, there is a black arc
between the CMT arc additive manufactured nickel-
aluminum-bronze cladding layer and the substrate, which
shows good metallurgical bonding between the two. The
cladding layer’s internal microstructure presents an obvious
gradient structure: the cladding layer and substrate
combination area near the fusion line area of the
microstructure are mainly for the tiny cell, in the region far
away from the fusion line, columnar crystals grow perpendicular
to the direction of welding (Figure 2A) and then gradually it
turns to dendrites (Figure 2B). In the initial solidification stage,
due to the low temperature of the base, the large temperature
gradient of the melting pool in the binding region and small
solidification speed are mainly small in the area near the melting
line. With the solidification process, affected by the thermal

diffusion, the base temperature gradually increases, the
solidification temperature gradient at the solidification front
decreases, and the microtissue is mainly presented as
columnar crystals and branch crystal tissue growing in the
reverse thermal dispersion direction. In Figure 2C, for
the structure of the top of cladding, the direction of the
temperature gradient is changed during the solidification
process, the top of the solidification process is mainly affected
by air cooling, the heat flow no longer runs perpendicular to the
substrate surface, the temperature gradient is small,
the solidification rate is high, thus a straight wall at the top of
the regional direction dendrite tissue shows growth disorders,
which are mainly for the branch crystal and the equiaxial crystal.
It can be found that with the increase in the distance from the
bonding zone, the grain size inside the cladding layer also
gradually increases. This may be caused by the uneven
solidification that takes place due to the different temperature
gradients and undercooling degrees in the three regions, which in
turn is caused by the heat dissipation of the air and matrix inside
the cladding layer. Through a cross-sectional SEM observation, as
shown in Figure 3A, bright white Pb particles with dispersion
distribution can be identified inside the cladding layer. Due to the
presence of a certain amount of Pb in the nickel-al-bronze alloy,
monotectic crystals occur due to the influence of the high degree
of undercooling during solidification, and the Pb-rich secondary
phase particles are formed (Dong et al., 2019). Furthermore, the
EDS analysis results (Figure 3B) and XRD analysis (Figure 3C)
proved the existence of Pb phase.

Figure 3C shows the XRD diffraction pattern of the single-
channel nickel-aluminum-bronze cladding layer. The analysis
shows that the inner part of the cladding layer is composed of
α-Cu, residual β phase (Martensite) (β-M), Pb and K phase at
room temperature, as shown in Figures 3D,E, the cladding layer
presents a duplex microstructure composed of the gray α-Cu
phase matrix and the bright white β-Martensite. The process of
additive manufacturing is the nickel-aluminum-bronze metal
wire end melt and spread out quickly on the substrate, and
then rapid solidification. The main process from liquid
solidification to room temperature is as follows: Firstly, α, κⅠ
and β phase are precipitated in the liquid phase, α phase is the Cu-
based solid solution with face-centered cubic structure, κⅠ phase is
mainly flower-shaped, and β phase is martensite with 2R and 3H

FIGURE 2 | The phase diagram of section of single-channel nickel-aluminum-bronze cladding layer manufactured by CMT arc additive (A), the internal (B) and the
top (C) of cladding layer.
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structure. As the solidification process proceeds, κⅡ phase is
precipitated in the β phase and distributed around the α
phase, mainly in the shape of spherical or flower, then the
tiny spherical κⅣ phase precipitates out of the α phase, and
then the β phase underwent eutectoid transformation: β→α+κⅢ,
the κⅢ phase with spherical or layered structure.

The EBSD analysis results of the bonding area between the
substrate and the cladding layer, the inner area of the cladding
layer and the top area of the cladding layer, are shown in Figure 4,
respectively. According to the phase distribution diagrams of
different regions (Figure 4(A-a)-(C-a)), the structure is mainly
α-Cu phase and residual β phase, α-Cu phase and β phase are

FIGURE 3 | Internal backscattered electron image (A) and EDS analysis (B) of cladding layer before corrosion, and the XRD diffraction pattern (C), secondary
electron images (D,E) of the single-channel nickel-aluminum-bronze cladding layer.

FIGURE 4 | The EBSD analysis results of the bonding area between the substrate and the cladding layer (A), the inner area (B) and the top area (C) of the cladding
layer, where (a) phase distribution diagrams, (b) grain boundary orientation diagram, (c) the anti-pole diagram of texture (d–e) the histogram of grain orientation difference.
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labeled in red and blue, respectively. And the proportion of β
phase is 6.74% in the bonding zone, 15.1% in the interior and
13.7% at the top, respectively. Due to the influence of substrate
and air heat dissipation during the solidification of cladding layer,
the cooling rate in the bonding zone and the top zone is higher
than that in the interior, the growth tendency of α phase in the
interior is weakened, at the same time, the eutectoid
transformation time of β-phase is short and the content of
β-phase is high in the cladding layer. From the grain
boundary orientation diagram (Figure 4(A-b)-(C-b)), and the
anti-pole diagram of α-Cu texture (Figure 4(A-c)-(C-c)), it was
obtained are equiaxed or nearly equiaxed in the near the bonding
region and the top grains, the region away from the fusion line is
columnar crystal and the inner region is mainly dendrite. And it
can be seen that in the Cu phase, the grains have a strong
alignment in the direction of the <001> crystal, and the
texture in the sample decreases and then increases with the
distance from the matrix, which means that the grain growth
rate on the grain orientation decreases and then increases with the
distance from the matrix. Figures 4(A-d,e)-(C-d,e) is the
histogram of grain orientation difference, and it can be seen
that the orientation difference of β phase in the cladding layer is
the largest in the inner region, and the internal grains of Cu-phase
gradually increase with the distance from the matrix. In
summary, with the increasing distance from the matrix, the
grain size inside the cladding layer gradually increases, and the
content of β phase solid solution increases first and then decreases
(Chai et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019a; Chen et al., 2019b).

Based on the EBSD test results from the single-channel nickel-
aluminum-bronze cladding layer, the microstructures of the
samples manufactured by CMT arc additive in the direction of
height were analyzed. The metallographic after corrosion was
shown in Figure 5, and the internal structure of the straight wall
is similar to that of the single cladding. Figure 5A shows the

bonding zone between cladding layer and substrate, which, due to
a low substrate temperature, have a bigger molten pool internal
temperature gradient, to form the branch crystal because of the
large undercooling degree. The bonding zone structures of the
middle area of the wall shown in Figure 5B, it can be seen that on
to the next layer of the material, by the arc found on a layer of
cladding layer at the top of the remelting pool formation, it was
suffering from the melting solidification effect. Above the
remelting zone is mainly composed of small dense isometric
and it reverses the growth of the heat flow direction’s short
columnar grain structure, leading away from the area, while the
smaller branches of crystal formation are found in the forefront of
the columnar crystal. Combine with the internal area structure of
cladding layer of the central straight wall along the height
direction (Figures 5D–F), it was found that the internal
regional organizations of the straight wall appear in turn as
dendrites, fine isometric, tiny columnar crystal, bulky
columnar crystal and crystal growth direction and disorderly
branch organization. Furthermore, when compared to the
bottom of the organization, it can be seen that the size slightly
increases. Combine with Figure 2, it can be conclusion that, the
microstructure of the straight wall shows periodic. The formation
of straight wall is the result of layer by layer accumulation. The
temperature gradient and overcooling degree of each cladding are
consistent with the single cladding fusion cladding, and due to the
same temperature control in the accumulation process,
the internal temperature gradient of each cladding changes
the same. However, due to the influence of the heat
dissipation mode, the heat dissipation speed slows down with
the additive height increases, and the growth time increases, and
the average grain size of each cladding gradually increases away
from the substrate.

As shown in Figure 6, an observation of the different
interlayer temperature microstructure cladding layers within

FIGURE 5 | When the interlayer temperature is 100°C, the microstructure of the CMT arc additive Ni-Al bronze straight wall along the height direction shows that
(A,B) is the area near the matrix of the straight wall, (C,D) is the middle area of the wall, and (E,F) is the top area of the wall.
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the same height, when the interlayer temperature was 300°C, the
specimen’s microstructure size was bigger than that at 100°C.
With the increase of interlayer temperature, the preheating effect
of the previous cladding layer is increased, and the growth time of
microstructure is increased, which makes the microstructure size
gradually increase with the increase of interlayer temperature.

The process of solidification and the cooling rate for the grain
shape and size of the nickel-aluminum-bronze cladding layer
presents the characteristics of directional solidification, and the
grain growth direction and heat flow are in the opposite direction,
mainly influenced by the temperature gradient. Adding the
material in the manufacturing process is influenced by the
arc’s heat effect, and the fast wire ends and substrate molten
pool formation will be achieved. Due to the low substrate
temperature of the brass alloy and itself having good heat
conduction effect, the interface formed within the molten pool
is greater than the cold, and the setting rate is low. At this time,
the substrate junctions in the cladding layer are mainly composed
of a thin layer of cell crystal. As the solidification process
continues, the temperature of the matrix and the planar
crystal region continuously increases, while the temperature
gradient of the solid-liquid interface decreases. At this time,
the solidification rate is faster and the columnar crystals grow
in the opposite direction to the heat flow in the solidification and
crystallization process. As the solidification process further
continues, the components in the liquid metal become more
undercooled, fine secondary dendrites are laterally formed at the
front of the columnar grain, and the growth direction of the
dendrite runs in the direction of the reverse heat flow. The inner
cladding layer and the upper region growing direction that works
for directional performance results from the copper alloy thermal
conductivity, excellent bonding pads on the bottom of the
cladding layer and solidification. Temperature gradient is
reduced to a small scope, the heat flow no longer runs
perpendicular to the substrate surface, and there is a fast

solidification, thus the internal cladding layer and the upper
area direction dendrite tissue show growth disorders, which
are mainly in the branch crystal and the equiaxial crystal. This
is different from Fe49.5Mn30Co10Cr10C0.5 multicomponent alloy
(Chew et al., 2021) and Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni high entropy alloy (Shen
et al., 2021), as the room temperature for the microstructure of
Ni-Al bronze manufactured by CMT arc additive contains a large
amount of dendritic microstructure. The increase of the interlayer
temperature reduces the temperature gradient during the
solidification process of the molten metal and extends the
cooling time. Samples with a high interlayer temperature have
a larger grain size.

Hardness Analysis
The obtained hardness changes of the straight wall are shown in
Figure 7. The internal hardness of single channel cladding layer is
shown in Figure 7A, it can be seen that the hardness in the
bonding zone increases significantly and the internal hardness is
stable. It can be seen that the Vickers hardness values of the Ni-Al
bronze straight wall are between 155 HV0.5 and 185 HV0.5 from
Figure 7B, which are all higher than the average Vickers hardness
values of the matrix of 123.7 HV0.5. The hardness of the cladding
layer at the bottom of the straight wall is high, and Vickers
hardness fluctuates and decreases with the increase of the distance
from the bottom. The reason for this phenomenon is that when
the next layer of additive manufacturing is carried out, the upper
layer of the cladding layer will undergo a remelting solidification,
and at this time, the temperature gradient is large and the
solidification rate is fast, so metallurgical bonding occurs at
the bonding interface and leads to the formation of compact
and fine structures, which means that the hardness of the
interlayer bonding is high, as hardness increases in this region.
At the bottom of the straight wall, due to the strong heat
conduction of the substrate and the large temperature
gradient, the cooling speed of the first few cladding layers is

FIGURE 6 | The microstructure morphology of CMT arc additive nickel-aluminum-bronze along the height direction at different interlayer temperatures, (A) 100°C,
(B) 150°C, (C) 200°C, (D) 250°C, (E) 300°C.
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extremely fast, so the obtained microstructure is fine, uniform
and dense, and the obtained hardness is higher. With the increase
of the number of additive layers, the solidification heat dissipation
of cladding layer is mainly transmitted by air heat dissipation and
the previous cladding layer, which is weakened by the heat
conduction of matrix and reduces the cooling rate. After
solidification, the internal structure of cladding layer is
coarsened and the Vickers hardness is reduced.

The depth-load curve of the sample in the central area of the
straight wall is shown in Figure 8, and the obtained elastic
modulus and hardness data are shown in Figure 9. As can be
seen from Figure 8, under the condition of the same depth of
pressure, the maximum load obtained by the Ni-Al bronze
straight wall is about 200 mN, which is significantly higher

than the that of brass matrix of 140 mN. It can be seen from
Figure 9 that the average microhardness of Ni-Al bronze straight
wall is 2.40 GPa and that of the brass matrix is 1.53 GPa at
different interlayer temperatures, indicating that the Ni-Al
bronze straight wall is harder than brass matrix, and the
microhardness of the Ni-Al bronze straight wall is 1.57 times
higher than that of the brass matrix. The Ni-Al bronze straight
wall’s average elastic modulus is 122.79 GPa, while that of the
brass matrix is 61.83 GPa. The elastic modulus of the Ni-Al
bronze straight wall is 1.99 times higher than that of the brass
matrix. The microhardness and elastic modulus of the Ni-Al
bronze straight wall have no obvious rule to follow at different
interlayer temperatures, and the process parameters of the surface
interlayer temperature have no obvious effect on it.

FIGURE 7 | The Vickers hardness of the nickel-aluminum-bronze cladding, (A) the single-channel Ni-Al bronze cladding layer (B) the multilayer single-channel
forming.

FIGURE 8 | The internal of the CMT arc additive nickel-aluminum-bronze depth-load curve at different interlayer temperatures, where (A) the substrate, (B) 100°C,
(C) 150°C, (D) 200°C, (E) 250°C, (F) 300°C.
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Tensile Behavior
As shown in Figure 10, the straight wall tensile samples for a
straight wall inside different direction tensile samples of the
stress-strain curve show no obvious yielding point to generate
0.2% of the residual deformation stress value as its yield
strength Rp0.2. Along with the loading process and with
the load increasing more than the material yield strength’s
Rp0.2, a deformation of the tensile specimen elastic occurred
first, and then the specimen tensile process reached the plastic
deformation stage, until the end of the straight wall tensile
specimen fractured due to the plastic deformation, and the

straight wall came under different interlayer temperature
parameters, as opposed to the three directions of yield
strength, tensile strength and elongation, as shown in
Table 2. Combined with Figure 10, it can be seen that the
welding direction and 45° downward-sloping direction for the
specimen’s tensile strength value, which were all at about
570 MPa, accumulated a significantly higher direction than
the sample and the tensile strength of 550 MPa. Among them,
the average elongation on the stacking direction, welding
direction and 45° downward-sloping direction was 41.14,
54.00, and 41.04%, respectively, showing that the direction
of welding in the specimen elongation value is the highest, but
that the upward tensile specimen elongation is much higher
than the known brass C35300 matrix 440 MPa tensile
strength and its elongation of 25%. The tensile strength
and elongation of the brass matrix were optimized by
CMT arc additive Ni-Al bronze straight wall. By observing
the longitudinal profile of the fracture running at the
stacking, welding and 45° downward-sloping of the tensile
samples at an interlaminar temperature of 100°C, as shown in
Figures 11A–C, and the tensile samples’ fracture location in
the direction of accumulation is the internal interlaminar
junction of the straight wall, while the fracture in the 45°

downward-sloping direction is also inclined to the direction
of the interlaminar junction.

Taking an interlayer temperature of 100°C as an example, the
tensile fracture SEM morphology of the Ni-Al bronze straight
wall in the stacking direction, welding direction, and 45°

downward-sloping is shown in Figures 11D,E. From the
diagram, it can be observed that the section is composed of
tearing edges and oval dimples. And the dimples in the tensile
specimen in the stacking direction are dense and the size is small,

FIGURE 9 | Hardness and elastic modulus of brass substrate and CMT
additive nickel-aluminum-bronze straight wall.

FIGURE 10 | Tensile curves of a nickel-aluminum-bronze straight wall in different directions, where the interlayer temperature (A) 100°C, (B) 150°C, (C) 200°C, (D)
250°C, (E) 300°C.
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while the dimples in the welding direction are deeper and the size
is larger, and their toughness is better than that in the stacking
direction. By comparing the tensile samples along the welding
direction’s fracture morphology at different interlaminar
temperatures in Figure 12, it can be found that with the
increase of interlaminar temperatures, the size of the dimples
inside the tensile fracture of the Ni-Al bronze straight wall slightly
decreases, tensile properties deteriorate accordingly.

The formation process of the straight wall is composed of a
layer-by-layer accumulation process, and the strength of the
bonding zone between layers is low, being in fact lower than
the overall tensile strength of the remelted solidified alloy. In
other words, the tensile strength of the samples in the direction of
accumulation is weakened by the influence of the interlayer
bonding strength. C. Wang et al. (2020) studied the
performance of the 316 L wall and found that it has a multi-
layer structure. They studied the strength of the remelting and
overlapping zones, and found that the yield strength and tensile
strength of overlapping zone were low, while the strength of the
stacking direction was the lowest. Pranav et al. (Nikam et al.,

2020) found that the mechanical properties along the welding
direction were better, which also proved this point of view. The
internal structure of the straight wall is slightly increased by the
increase of interlaminar temperature, but the size increase is very
small, and the strength of the bonding zone is slightly reduced by
the increase of interlaminar temperature. As a result, the tensile
strength of the Ni-Al Bronze straight wall has a tendency of
decrease with the increase of interlaminar temperature.

Corrosion Analysis
The obtained Tafel curve is shown in Figure 13, and the fitting
results of the polarization curve are shown later. The self-
corrosion potential of the wall is −0.32, −0.33, −0.31, −0.32,
and −0.35 V at different interlayer temperatures (100, 150, 200,
250, 300°C), the current density of the self-corrosion current is
1.04 × 10−5, 1.41 × 10−5, 1.31 × 10−5, 1.20 × 10−5, 1.10 × 10−5 A/
cm2, the self-corrosion potential of the brass substrate is
−0.55 V, the self-corrosion current density of the brass
substrate is 5.37 × 10–5 A/cm2. The self-corrosion potential
of the Ni-Al bronze wall is increased by 0.20–0.24 V compared

TABLE 2 | Tensile properties of CMT arc additive nickel-aluminum-bronze multilayer single-channel forming at different interlayer temperatures.

Interlayer
temperature/
°C

Stacking direction Welding direction 45° downward-sloping

Yield
strength/

MPa

Tensile
strength/

MPa

Elongation/
%

Yield
strength/

MPa

Tensile
strength/

MPa

Elongation/
%

Yield
strength/

MPa

Tensile
strength/

MPa

Elongation/
%

100 347.3 560.3 44.83 365.1 582.8 60.37 377.4 570.4 42.85
150 345.6 560.9 49.52 361.6 567.7 57.38 365.5 564.1 47.11
200 343.3 558.2 39.56 357.7 574.6 48.22 344.6 567.6 44.54
250 342.25 554.2 40.15 360.2 562.4 48.07 343.7 560.9 38.12
300 345.3 550.2 41.64 360.3 567.7 55.93 362.9 560.5 42.57

FIGURE 11 | Longitudinal section of the macroscopic fracture of the tensile specimen in the stacking direction of the nickel-aluminum-bronze straight wall with an
interlayer temperature of 100°C, where (A) stacking direction, (B) welding direction, (C) 45° downward-sloping , and SEM morphology of tensile fractures in three
directions of a nickel-aluminum-bronze straight wall with an interlayer temperature of 100°C, where (D) parallel to the stacking direction, (E) parallel to the welding
direction, (F) 45° downward-sloping.
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with that of the brass matrix, and the self-corrosion current
density of the Ni-Al bronze wall is decreased by 4 × 10−5 A/cm2

compared with that of the brass matrix. It can be seen that the
corrosion resistance of the nickel-aluminum-bronze straight
wall is better than that of the brass matrix. By comparing the
Tafel curves of the nickel-aluminum-bronze wall with the
corrosion potential and the corrosion current density, it is
found that there is no obvious increase or decrease rule, and
the surface interlayer temperature has no obvious effect on the
corrosion resistance of the straight wall material. As shown in
Figure 13, the polarization curves of Ni-Al bronze samples and
brass matrix samples are divided into anode and cathode
regions. The cathode region is mainly characterized by a
hydrogen evolution reaction, while the anode region is

mainly characterized by three stages of the Ni-Al bronze
corrosion process. First of all, copper in Ni-Al bronze alloy
loses electrons to form Cu+ by anodic action and Cl− in
electrolyte reaction to form CuCl and CuCl2

−, which is
shown by the increase in corrosion current density.
Following this, due to the instability of CuCl, the dense
Cu2O oxide film is formed by hydrolysis reaction 2CuCl +
H2O→2Cu2O+2HCl. Finally, with the increase of polarization
potential, a new electrode reaction is initiated, which results in
a rapid increase of corrosion current density.

A more positive the self-corrosion potential leads to a more
difficult anodic polarization. The current density of self-corrosion
reflects the speed of the corrosion reaction of the material. A
smaller current density of self-corrosion results in a slower
material’s corrosion reaction. Without too many defects in the
material, the corrosion resistance of the material is only related to
the property of the material itself. The self-corrosion potential of
the nickel-aluminum-bronze alloy is greater positive than the
matrix, and the corrosion current density is thus smaller,
meaning that the corrosion resistance is better than that of the
brass matrix.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the microstructure and mechanical properties of an
as-built SG-CuAl8Ni6 part manufactured by CMT wire and arc
additive manufacturing were discussed in detail. The conclusions
can be summarized as follows:

1) The Ni-Al bronze cladding layer of Sg-CuAl8Ni6 is mainly
composed of α-Cu, residual β phase, Pb and κ phases. The
microstructure of the single-channel Ni-Al bronze cladding
has obvious gradient structure, which is successively presented
as peritectic, columnar crystals growing in the direction of
heat flow, dendritic crystals growing in the direction of

FIGURE 12 | The SEMmorphology of the tensile fracture of the nickel-aluminum-bronze straight wall along the welding direction at different interlayer temperatures,
where (A) 100°C, (B) 150°C, (C) 200°C, (D) 250°C, (E) 300°C.

FIGURE 13 | The Tafel curve of a nickel-aluminum-bronze straight wall
with a brass substrate and different interlayer temperatures.
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disorderly growth, and equiaxed grains. With the increase of
the distance between the cladding layer and the matrix, the
grain size inside the cladding layer increases gradually, and
the content of β phase solid solution increases first and then
decreases. In its structure, the microstructure of the
monolayer of the multilayer and multi-pass Ni-Al bronze
straight wall is similar to that of the monolayer single
channel.

2) The Vickers hardness values of the Ni-Al bronze straight wall
are between 155 and 185 HV0.5, and the hardness of the wall
overall trend of fluctuation decreases with the distance of
substrate, and the hardness of single cladding in the bonding
zone increases significantly and the internal hardness is stable.
The obtained straight wall in the central area of the nano
indentation test results show that the nickel-aluminum-
bronze straight wall can achieve a maximum load that is
controlled in 200 mN, which is higher than the brass substrate
(140 mN). At the same time, the nickel-aluminum-bronze
sample microhardness is 2.40 Gpa, and its modulus of
elasticity is 122.79 Gpa. Its microhardness was 1.57 times
of the brass substrates (1.53 Gpa), and the brass modulus
of elasticity (61.83 Gpa) of 1.99 times, which is again better
than that of the matrix.

3) The fracture of the straight wall tensile specimen is a ductile
fracture, and its fracture morphology is mainly composed of
tearing edge and oval dimples. The location of the fracture on
the stacking direction is mainly concentrated in the
combination area, and the tensile strength in the
combination area is weak. The tensile strength of the
straight wall in the welding direction and 45° downward-
sloping direction is about 570 MPa, which is much higher
than the that of about 550 MPa in stacking direction. The
elongation in stacking direction, welding direction and 45°

downward-sloping direction is 41.14%, 54.00, and 41.04%
respectively, with the elongation in welding direction the
highest.

4) The self-corrosion potential of the Ni-Al bronze wall is
increased by 0.20–0.24 V compared with that of the brass
matrix, and the self-corrosion current density of the Ni-Al
bronze wall is decreased by 4 × 10–5 /cm2 compared with that
of the brass matrix. and the corrosion resistance of the wall is
better than that of the substrate.

5) The hardness, tensile and corrosion resistance of the straight
wall obtained are better than that of the matrix, but with the
increase in interlayer temperature, the grain size increased
gradually, and the tensile strength decreases slightly.
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